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1. Introduction

The accuracy of tuming point predictions with leading indicators, like the Ifo Business 
Climate, depends on the length and stability of their leads against a reference cycle. 
Since there is no leading indicator with a one-to-one relationship to the reference cycle, 
it is always difficult to distinguish between false and correct signals. The MCD 
(months of cyclical dominance) of the Ifo BC is 3. In other words, on the average we 
have to wait three months to be quite surę that a change in dircction of the leading 
indicator is not random.

In 1978, Vaccara and Zarnowitz suggested that we have to wait for three 
consecutive ehanges of a leading indicator in a new direction before we can predict a 
cyclical turning point. There also are other rules for tuming point predictions, but this 
mle has gained the widest acceptance.

The aim of this paper is to evaluatc the predictive value of the Ifo BC, especially at 
tuming points. Section 2 provides an overview of two works on turning point 
predictions. Section 3 compares the development of the Ifo BC with GDP for Germany 
as a reference series and evaluates the lead. Section 4 presents the results of tuming 
point predictions. In Section 5 we calculate tuming point probabilities using Bayes 
theorem. Section 6  summarises our findings.

2. Methods

Testing the capacity of leading indicators to predict tuming points in business cycles 
has been the aim of many economists for a long time. Usually the main problem was 
finding the best filter to eliminate false signals (Zarnowitz, 1996, p. 340).

One of the first economists who analysed leading indicators to predict cyclical 
tuming points was Hymans (1973). Using the NBER reference cycle for the U.S., he 
examined a composite leading indicator (CLI) formed by 12 monthly leading 
indicators.

To construct the CLI, Hymans standardised individual series and weighted them by 
an index score (see Hymans 1973, p. 345; Nicmira and Klein, 1994, p. 170), based on 
some explicit criteria: economic significance, conformity and timing with respect to 
reference cycle, currency, etc. *
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Once the CLI is formed, it can bc compared to the tuming points of the reference 
cycle. To do so, one has to define the peaks and troughs. The crucial problem is that 
the dates arc only availablc ex post.

In order to provide an ex cinte prediction of turning points it is necessary to define 
some rules about how to cope with current signals emitted by CLI. These rules have to 
make a trade-off between accuracy and the lead of tuming point prediction. Hymans 
(1973, p. 350) proposed the following set of rules:
• Forecasts arc madę for one month, being no change in the cyclical phase (NC), a 

peak is coming (P), or a trough is coming (7).
• The signal obtained in month t determines the forecast for month t + 1.
• During an upswing phase, two consecutive declines in the CLI lead to the 

prediction of P for the ncxt month.
• Once two consccutive declines of the CLI have been observed in an upswing phase, 

two consecutive inereases are reąuired to define a false peak signal and change the 
prediction from P to NC.

• The rules during a downswing phase arc symmetric, with two consecutive inereases 
in CLI reąuired for a T prediction; and following this, two consecutive declines are 
reąuired to define a false trough and change the prediction from T to NC.
To simplify the above rules, we need two consecutive moves of the CLI against the 

current cyclical phase to predict a turning point (P or T) and another two consecutive 
moves in linę with the existing cyclical phase to change the prediction into NC. Under 
these rules it is possible to make an ex antę prediction. To evaluate the predictive value 
of the CLI, Hymans (p. 350-51) set the following reąuirements:
• A peak in period t has to be predicted in t -  3, / -  2, / -  1, t, t + 1, t + 2.
• A prediction of peak is also correct if it appears up to nine months prior to the 

peak and if it holds at least through the peak month.
• At a trough the reąuired minimum lead is only two months and the maximum 

possible lead is six months.
• Otherwise the prediction is NC.

Hymans applied these rules to test the predictive value of CLI in the U.S. between 
1948 and 1971. Morę than a half of the peaks and all the troughs have been predicted 
correctly, but 33% of the announced peaks and 24% of the troughs were false signals.

Another examination of leading indicators as predictors of cyclical tuming points 
was done by Vaccara and Zarnowitz (1978). They compared the development of CLI 
with the turning points of the U.S. business cycles between 1948 and 1977, dated by 
the NBER. The main difference was a different rule for treatment of signals. The 
authors (ibid., p. 4) set the following rule: we have defined a signal of change in
direction as having occurred when the leading composite index shows a change in 
direction of movement for at least three consecutive months.”

Following this rule, each of 11 reference turning points were signalled by the CLI. 
But there have also been 10 false signals. Hence, about 48% of the predicted turning
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points were false. Of course, this percentage could bc reduced by waiting four 
consecutive months instead of three.

Furthcrmore, the authors suggested an alternative approach (ibid., p. 26): “One of 
the most fruitful approaches was to measure ehanges in the leading index over a six- 
rather than a one-month span, but to treat even a single month’s change in direction as 
providing a signal of a turning point, and thus to minimise the reąuired lead time.” This 
rule providcd prediction results very similar to the ‘Three-Times Rule’: ten extra tums 
were indicated. Compared to this result, measurement over a one-month span and over 
a three-month span has lead to rather bad predictions, indicating much morę false 
tuming points.

No matter whether we look at the ‘Two-Times Rule’ by Hymans, or the ‘Three- 
Times Rule’ or the ‘Six-Month-Span Rule’ by Vaccara and Zarnowitz, the aim of such 
rules is always to filter out false signals while not reducing the lead of the prediction 
too much.

Meanwhile, the ‘Three-Timcs Rule’ has gained the widest acceptance. Hencc, in 
Section 4 we will test the predictive power of the Ifo BC against this rule.

3. The Ifo Business Climate

The Ifo Business Climate (BC) presents monthly indication of economic dcvelopmcnts 
in Germany. It is closely observed by business leaders, financial institutions and 
politicians.

The indicator is based exclusively on qualitative ąuestions, 1 answered by the 
enterprises in the survey panel monthly. The ąuestions have two components, referring 
to the present and the futurę. From these two components, taken from business survcys 
in manufacturing, construction and commerce, a composite index called Ifo BC is 
calculated (Oppenlander and Poser, eds., 1989, p. 360).

In order to check the informativc ąuality of this indicator for economic growth, we 
should compare its indications with the real economic development. For this analysis 
gross domestic product (GDP) 1 2 was chosen because it measures the entire output of the 
national economy and allows conclusions to be madę on economic growth. The GDP 
figures for all Germany are only available sińce 1992. Therefore, Ifo business survey 
data, separately compiled for West and East Germany, have been combined into 
aggregates.3 In this study, only the combined all-Germany BC is examined.

GDP as a reference has some disadvantages (Lindelbauer, 1996, p. 71). The GDP 
data are often revised, and even provisional data are published with a delay of one 
ąuarter.

1 In an ideał case the interviewee uses the company accounting system to back up his survey 
responses. Otherwise personal impressions prevail, which however also have sufficient 
accuracy.

2 Change over previous year in percent, in 1995 prices, ąuarterly.
3 A regular publication of the all-Germany Ifo business survey results started in 2003.
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GDP and Ifo survey data have different publication cycles. For this analysis, the 
data had to be modified. Quarterly values were calculated from the monthly, seasonally 
adjusted Ifo data. The reversc method of interpolating the ąuarterly GDP figures to 
monthly basis was not used for simplification.

By comparing ąuarterly GDP data with 3-month averages of the Ifo BC, a “grey 
zonę” is formed within each ąuarter, which reduces the informative value of the 
indicator. Within the smoothed three months a decisive business-cycle signal may lie; 
after smoothing, signals of turning points arc delayed.

Another way to analyse the informative ability of the Ifo BC data is a comparison of 
growth rates. To this purpose, growth rates were calculated from 3-month averages of 
the Ifo data.4 Dcpending on the calculation method (GDP growth ratc against the BC 
3-month average, or GDP growth ratę against the BC yearly ratę of change), different 
results are obtained for the ąuality of the indicator.

Synchronically, correlation coefficient between Ifo BC and GDP is 0.738, and it 
inereases to 0.745 with a shift by one ąuarter into the futurę. This result indieates that 
the indicator is only coincident or slightly lags behind GDP.

The reason is the above-mentioncd calculation method. With the transformation of 
monthly Ifo BC data to ąuarterly values the time series becomes slow and it does not 
show all the ehanges in GDP or it shows them only with some delay. Neverthcless, our 
indicator is highly correlated with GDP.

It should also be noticed that GDP is employed in the form of growth rates, which 
shifts the tuming points of this indicator to the lcft, producing a technical lead vis-a-vis 
the initial series. For a fair comparison, the BC series should also be converted into 
ehanges against the previous year. Since no percentage growth rates can be determined 
from survey answer balances, differences against the previous year were used.

Figurę 2 shows that the BC converted into differences (BCq) has a lead at least of 
one ąuarter against the GDP growth rates.

If the BC series is transformed to rates of change over the previous year, simple 
correlation is about 0.7. A close examination of correlation coefficients shows that our 
indicator now shows a stronger lead. This means that the BC not only has an 
informative value but also a genuine lead, which is not only based on the rapid 
availability of business survey data, but also on the forecasting character of its 
expectation component.

We can concludc that only comparison of the rates of change is a fair platform to 
compare real economic data with those of business surveys. If monthly BC data are 
smoothed to ąuarterly values in order to bring them in linę with the ąuarterly GDP 
statistics, they loose some of their prognostic properties.

The Ifo BC is well correlated with the actual developmcnt of economic activity in 
Germany. The lead is even morę pronounced, though morę volatile, when only the 
expectation component of the BC is used as a leading indicator (Kunkel, 2003, p. 10).

4 Change against previous year response balance.
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Figurę 1

Figurę 2
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4. The Ifo Business Climate under different rules
In this section we examine the ability of the Ifo BC to predict cyclical turning points. 
We apply two different methods: ‘Three-Times Rule’ and a forecasting model with 
moving averagcs. Before we begin our examination, we have to define the turning 
points of the reference cycle. The Deutsche Bundesbank has set the following rules to 
define a pcak (Naggl, 1999, p. 65):
• a peak is a local maximum of the trcnd-adjusted industrial production;
• aftcrwards, the industrial production falls bclow its trend.
The rules to define a trough werc symmetric. Following these rules, the turning points 
have been dctermined between 1970 and 1996.

Since the Deutsche Bundesbank stopped dating turning points in 1997, we have to 
mark the turning points afterwards. Following the same rules, we define March 1998 
and December 2000 as peaks and February 1999 as a trough. In addition, we have 
defined two further cycles: the first has its peak in November 1985 and its trough in 
March 1988, and the second has its peak in December 1994 and its trough in February 
1996. This leads us to the following list of turning points:

Table 1
Peak Trough
March 1970 
April 1973 
January 1980 
November 1985 
March 1992 
December 1994 
March 1998 
December 2000

November 1971 
May 1975 
November 1982 
March 1988 
November 1993 
February 1996 
February 1999

Figurę 1 shows the seasonally adjusted Ifo BC against the reference cycle turning 
points. Especially at peaks our indicator changes its direction some months before the 
turning point of the reference cycle.

When we take a closer look at the relationship between the BC and the reference 
turning points, there are four striking episodes. First, there seems to be alrcady a little 
trough in the beginning of 1974. An explanation could be that following the crisis in 
1973 the government tried to push the economy with an expansionary policy, but the 
success was rather short. Second, there seems to be an additional cycle between the 
trough in 1975 and the peak in 1980. The reason might be high ncw orders in July 
1976, which are also reflcctcd by the industrial production index, but do not define an 
extra peak. Third, there is also a mini-cycle between the trough in 1982 and the peak in 
1985. This cycle rcsulted mainly from strikes in 1984 and is also reflected by industrial 
production index (Deutsche Bundesbank 1993, p. 84). Fourth, the peak in 1992 seems 
to be already announced in 1990. The reason might be the extra demand resulting from 
the reunification of Germany. When evaluating the prcdictive value of the Ifo BC, we 
have to take all this into account.
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Figurę 3

Figurę 4

The ‘ Three-Times Rule’
Following Vaccara and Zarnowitz, a peak is predicted if the indicator falls in three 
consecutive periods within an upswing phase, and a trough is predicted if the indicator 
rises in three consecutive periods within a downswing phase. Since the official turning 
points are published with a delay of several months, we define an upswing as the 
period following three consecutive increases of the indicator and a downswing as the 
period following three consecutive decreases of the indicator.

Now we can compare the signals given by the Ifo BC with turning points of the 
reference cycle. Figurę 4 shows the turning point signals following the above ‘Three- 
Times Rule’ (black linę) and the GDP turning points taken from Table 1 (white linę).
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T a b le  2

Signal Datę Lead
Peak 12.1969 +3
Trough 3.1971 -
Peak 11.1971 -

Trough 2.1972 -3
Peak 7.1973 -3
Trough 4.1975 +1
Peak 9.1976 -

Trough 6.1978 -
Peak 4.1980 -3
Trough 1.1983 -2
Peak 5.1984 -

Trough 9.1984 -
Peak 2.1986 -3
Trough 4.1987 + 11
Peak 2.1991 +13
Trough 8.1993 +3
Peak 2.1995 -2
Trough 9.1996 -7
Peak 5.1998 -2
Trough 7.1999 -5
Peak 8.2000 +4

The results are shown in Table 2. There is a signal for each of the eight peaks and 
each of the seven troughs. The medium lead is about 0.9 month at peaks and about -0.3 
month at troughs. In addition, three false cycles are signalled. Compared with Vaccara 
and Zamowitz, these results are remarkable. But the variance of the lead is quite high: 
the lead is between -3 and +13 months at peaks and between -7 and +11 at troughs.

As mentioned above, there are some special episodes. One of these reflects the 
signalled peak and trough in 1976 and 1978 and another the signalled peak and trough 
in 1984. If we assume that a forecaster would have known that these episodes were 
special, he would not have considered those false signals. A third special episode is 
right before the official peak in 1992. Exactly at this peak the lead of the corresponding 
signal is the longest. If we neglcct also this signal, the lead of the peak signals is 
between -3 and +4.

Moving averages

The moving avcrage method is long-established in chart techniąues for stocks and 
bonds. This simple system is also well suited for determining turning points in the 
business cycle with a volatile base value.

The application of this system is quite simple. On the basis of time series (herc, the 
Ifo BC index of trade and industry), moving averages are computcd. This means that in 
calculating averages the most recent value is added and the oldest value is removed.
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The length of the moving average period should be establishcd by means of 
experiments. When the period chosen is too short, the moving averagc givcs early 
signals, but the dangcr of spurious signals incrcases.

For the Ifo BC of trade and industry, good results havc been obtained for two and 
six-month averagcs. Figurę 5 shows the developmcnt of the Ifo BC as represented by 
its two and six-month moving averages.

Figurę 5

If the morę volatile two-month average (white linę) crosses the slower six-month 
average (black linę) from above, a peak signal arises. Conversely, Crossing the six- 
month average by the two-month average from bclow indicatcs the beginning of an 
uptum.

The disadvantage of this method is the chronological lag, which is precisely as long 
as the chosen period of the moving average. The signal dcpends on changes of the 
basis time series and is thus not madę at the beginning of the respective period but only 
some months later, according to the chosen length of average.

Table 3 shows the results. As we can sce, all the actual peaks and troughs have been 
indicated. The medium lead at peaks was +3.3 months and at troughs about -1.1 month. 
Especially at troughs, the lead seems to be morę stable as compared to the results 
obtained under the ‘Three-Times Rule’. At peaks the lead is still between -3 and +15 
months, but at troughs it is now between - 6  and +5. The disadvantage of this method is 
clearly a high number of false cycles. We now have 10 false cycles, as compared to 7.5 
real cycles.
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Table 3

Signal Datę Lead Signal Datę Lead
Peak 9.1969 +6 Peak 4.1984 _
Trough 4.1971 - Trough 8.1984 -
Peak 5.1971 - Peak 3.1985 -
Trough 2.1972 -3 Trough 5.1985 -
Peak 5.1973 -1 Peak 2.1986 -3
Trough 3.1974 - Trough 7.1987 -
Peak 7.1974 - Peak 12.1987 -

Trough 5.1975 0 Trough 2.1988 + 1
Peak 7.1976 - Peak 12.1990 +15
Trough 6.1977 - Trough 4.1993 -
Peak 8.1977 - Peak 5.1993 -
Trough 9.1977 - Trough 6.1993 +5
Peak 3.1978 - Peak 2.1995 -2
Trough 5.1978 - Trough 8.1996 -6
Peak 9.1979 +4 Peak 1.1998 +2
Trough 7.1981 - Trough 6.1999 -4
Peak
Trough

2.1982
12.1982 -1

Peak 7.2000 +5

When we exclude four special episodes in our sample, the number of false cycles is 
reduced by three, and the lead at peaks now is between -3 and +6 . Now there are only 7 
false cycles left, which is still worse than the results under the ‘Three-Times Rule’, but 
may be acceptable as compared to the results of Yaccara and Zarnowitz.

5. Turning point probabilities

Predicting turning points via leading indicators is always linked to the risk of having 
false signals. As we have already mentioned, this risk could be reduced by wąiting for 
morę than one signal before we predict a turning point. But this procedurę always 
reduces the lead of our forecast. Therefore it would be very useful to have information 
about turning point probabilities in dependence on the number of signals rcceived. 
Such a probability could be provided by Bayes’ theorem (see Naggl, 1999, p. 177). 
This gives the probability of an event A given B. The probability can be calculated as 
the probability of B given A, multiplied by the probability of A divided by the 
probability of B (here NA stands for not A):

Pr(AlB)-Pr(Bj/1)Pr(A)-  Pr(BlA)Pr(A) (1)
Pr(fl) Pr (B | A)Pr(A) + Pr(51 NA) Pr (NA)

This formula enables us to integrate new information or signals into calculation of 
any probability. Therefore, the procedurę is also called Baysian leaming. To consider 
further signals, say signal C, we have to solve the following eąuation:
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Pr(A \B,C) = Pr(B | A) Pr(C | A)P(A) (2)
Pr(51 A)P(C | A) Pr (A) + Pr(51 NA) Pr (C | NA)P(NA)

To apply this rule to turning point predictions, we calculate the probability of a 
turning point given the signals received from the leading indicator. As we have already 
seen, there are often differences in signal distribution around the peaks and troughs of a 
business cycle. Therefore, it might be useful to distinguish between the probability of a 
peak (Pr(P)) and the probability of a trough (Px(T)).

In an upswing phase signals (,S) received from the leading indicator could.be either 
peak (S = p) or no change (S = nc). If there is no peak coming, the situation is ‘no 
change’ (NC). If we receive a signal S = p, we can calculate the probability of a peak as 
follows:

To considcr morę than just this single signal, we can also include signals from the 
previous periods. Since it is very likely that the relationship between the previous 
signals and a possible turning point differ from the corresponding relationship of the 
current signal, we have to consider the dates of different signals. For example, if we 
consider two signals while the signal in period r  is p T and the signal in r -1 was
nct_j , the probability of a peak from the viewpoint of period r  is:

To calculate this probability we still need the individual probabilities Pr(P), Pr(T), 
Pr (NC),  Px(pr \P), PrCp^i |P ) , Pr(«cr | P) , etc. These probabilities can be
calculated from historical data. For example, if there are 100 periods within upswing 
phases and six peaks, probability of a peak is simply Pr(P) = 6/100 = 6 %. The 
probability of no change in an upswing phase is therefore Pr(jVC) = 1 -  Pr(/J) = 94% . If 
there are eight signals p  and only four of them correspond with a real peak, the 
probability of signal p  given a peak is Pr(pT | / ,) = 4 /6  = 67% and the probability of
signal p given no change is Pr(pT \ NC) = 4/ 94 = 4%. Therefore, probability of a peak 
given a single signal p  is:

Our aim here is to calculate turning point probabilities for business cycles in 
Germany via the Ifo BC. Hence, the First step is to look again at the turning points (see 
Table 1).

Vr(P\p) = Pr(/> 1 P) Pr(P) (3)
Pr(/> | P) Pr(P) + Pr(p \ NC) Pr(AC)

PrT(P\pr,ncT_l) =
Px(pT\P)Px(ncT_l \P)Px(P) (4)

Pr(pT | P) Px(ncT_] \ P) Pr(P) + Pr(pr | NC) Pr(ncT_x \ P) Pr(Â C)

4 6

(5)

6 100 94*100
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We have eight peaks and seven troughs in our sample. Since our analysis covers the 
time from January 1969 until February 2001 on a monthly base, there are 229 periods 
associated with upswing phases and 156 periods within downswing phases. From this 
we could already calculate a priori probabilities for a peak and a trough:

Pr(P) = — = 3.49%, (6 )
229

Pr(F) = — = 4.49%- (7)
156

The next step is to define how the Ifo BC emits the signals p, t and nc. In generał, if 
the BC falls in an upswing phase it signals a peak (S = p), and if it rises in a 
downswing phase it signals a trough (S = t). Since the indicator is sometimes lagging 
and the reference turning points are published a few months later, the BC also indicates 
a peak (trough) if it falls (rises) two (four) periods after the peak (trough). Therefore, 
we have 229 + 8 - 2 -  4- 7 = 217 periods in upswing phases and 1 5 6 - 8 - 2  + 4 - 7 =  
168 periods in downswing phases.

To filter out most of the smali fluctuations, we only consider changes of the Ifo BC 
as signals if the average change of the previous three periods is over 0.75 in a 
downswing or under -0.75 in an upswing.

Finally we have to define our prediction. We are making predictions with regard to 
the following ąuestions:
• How high is the probability in period r  of a peak between the periods r  -  2 and r

+ 5?
• How high is the probability in period r  of a trough between the periods r  -4 and r

+ 3?
Now we can calculate the remaining probabilities. There are 27 signals p T that

correspond with a peak between r  -  2 and r  + 5. As noted above, there are eight 
peaks. At each peak there are eight possible periods for a correct turning point 
prediction. Hence, the probability of signal p T given a peak is:

Pr(pT \P) = - * L  = 42.19%. (8 )
r 8*8

The same signal occurs 26 times in NC periods. There are 217 periods associated 
with upswing phases. Since 64 periods correspond with a peak, there are 153 NC 
periods left. Hence, the probability for signal p T given NC is:

Pr(p T \NC) = —  = 16.99%. (9)
T 153

If we want to consider further signals, we have to calculate the corresponding 
probabilities for p r_\, p T_2 , p T_3 , etc. Of course, signal p T_j must have a lead
between -1 and +6 , signal p T_ 2 must have a lead between 0 and +7, and so on. The 
results are shown in the following table:
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Table 4
?r(S = p\P) Pr (S = p\NQ

P t 42.19% 16.99%

P t -  1 34.38% 20.26%

P t - 2 31.25% 21.57%

P r - 3 28.13% 22.88%

P t - 4 18.75% 24.84%

We can see that the probability of signal p T given a peak is much higher than the 
same probability given no change. Going from p T to p T_4, the difference between 
the two probabilities becomes smaller and smaller, and even negative for p T_4. In 
other words, the probability of a signal p T_4 given a peak is smaller than the same 
probability given no change. Hence, signal p T_ 4 does not provide any positive 
information about a peak between the periods r  -  2 and r  + 5. Therefore, we only 
consider four signals for our calculation of the probability of a peak. Since each of 
these signals could either be p or nc, there are 24 = 16 possible combinations. A 
selection of different probabilities is shown in Table 5.

If each of the four signals is p, probability of a peak is about 59%. But if solely the 
signal from r -  3 is nc, the probability falls to about 17%. The probability gets even 
smaller if the single signal nc is morę recent. If all of the signals are nc, probability of a 
peak is only about 2 %.

Table 5
Pr( P I P t , P - \ , P t-2>Pt-3) 59.32%

Pr( P | p v , p v- \ , p T-2>ncT_s) 17.07%

Pr( P | p r , p T_l , n c T_2 , p T- 3 ) 14.11%

Pr( P | p T , n c T_l , p T_2 , P r - 3 ) 11.64%

Pr( P \ nc r , p t- i > P t- 2  > P t-3 ) 7.08%

Pr( P | p t i p  r-\ * we r _2 j nc j-_3 ) 11.08%
Pr( P | p T ,nc r_ j , nc r_2 , nc r_3) 5.70%
Pr( P | nc T, nc T_{, nc r_2 , nc r_3 ) 1.67%

The calculation of probabilities in a downswing phase is simultaneous. Here we get 
the following probabilities of signals ( given T or NC:

Table 6
Pr (S = t\T) Pr(5 = t\NC)

* T
50.00% 10.71%

G-i 41.07% 15.18%
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G - 2 32.14% 19.64%

G - 3 25.00% 23.21%

/ r -4 19.64% 25.89%

As we can see, also in a downswing phase the signal from r  -  4 docs not provide 
any positive information about a trough between the periods r  -  4 to r  +3. Hence, 
we also consider four signals from period r  to r  -  3. Since each of these signals 
could either be t or nc, there are 16 possible combinations. A selection of different 
probabilities is shown in Table 7.

The probability of a trough given only signals t is higher than the probability of a 
peak given four signals ‘peak’. Even if only the three of the four most recent signals 
are t, the probability of a trough is almost 50%.

Table 7
Pr(T | / r , / r_i , / r_2, / r_3) 86.61%
Pr(r 11T , tT_\ , t r- 2  nc r _3 ) 48.46%
Pr(F | / r , / r_i ,»cr_2, / r_3) 35.04%
Pr( T \ tT, tT_x,nc T- 2,nc r _ 3 ) 32.85%
Pr (T \ tT,ncT_l ,ncT_2,ncT_3) 11.16%
Pr( T | nc r , nc r_, , nc r _ 2 , nc r _ 3 ) 1.49%

In order to see why the probabilities of peaks are rather smali, we should look at the 
evolution of peak and trough probabilities. Figurę 6  shows the phases of correct 
turning point predictions (white areas) and the corresponding probabilities (black linę). 
For morę transparency, probabilities of the troughs have been displayed on a negative 
scalę.
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As we have already mentioned, there are four special periods within our sample: 
spring 1974, summer 1976, spring 1984, and 1990/91. Exactly in these episodes the 
turning point probabilities are over 50%, and in three of these episodes there are 
signals for a peak. Of course, these false signals lowcr our probabilities of peaks 
essentially. But if we assume that a forecastcr would have realised that these episodes 
are special, hc would not consider the corresponding signals. Hence, we will 
recalculate our probabilities undcr the assumption that all the signals in these special 
episodes are ignored or nc. Now we get the following probabilities of signals p given P 
or NC, respectively:

Table 8
Pr(S=/>|P) Pr(S = p\NQ

Pr 42.19% 5.23%

Pr-1 34.38% 8.50%

Pr-2 31.25% 9.80%

P r - 3 28.13% 11 .11%

P r - 4 18.75% 13.73%

P r - 5 15.63% 16.34%

Since we have only changed signals in NC phases, nothing has changed for the 
probabilities of a signal p given a peak. But the probabilities of the signal p given no 
change are much smaller now. Now even the signal p T_ 4 provides some information
about an approaching peak. Hence, we can now include five signals in our calculation 
of the peak probabilities. There are 25 = 32 possible combinations. A selection of 
different probabilities is shown in the following table:

Table 9
Pr( P | p T , p r-\ , P i ~ 2  » P r -7> » P r - 4  ) 98.05%

PK P I P T ’ P T - \ > P r - 2 , P T - 3 ’ n C T - 4 ) 89.98%

Pr( p  | P r ’ P r - \ >  P t - 2 ’ n c  T- l ’nc r - 4 ) 74.15%

Pr( P \ p r , P r - 1 . nc r - 2  » P r - 3  » nc r - 4  ) 68.22%

Pr( T5 \ p r , p T-I, nc r - 2  > nc r - 3  » P r - 4  ) 49.87%

Pr( P  1 Pr ’ MC r_i , P t- 2  » P r - 3  » r-4 ) 61.41%

Pr( p I p r > nc t- i , P t- 2 > nc r_3 , p r_4 ) 42.45%

Pr( P | P r , Pr- \ , nc  T_2 ,nc r_3,wc r_4 ) 40.68%
Pr( P | p r , nc r_! , nc r_2 , nc r_3 , nc r _4 ) 10.84%

Pr( P  | »c r , nc r_ j , nc Tt_2 , nc r_3 , nc r_4 ) 0.91%

After five consecutive signals p we have now a peak probability of over 98%. Even 
if only the three latest signals are p, the probability of a peak is still over 74%, and it 
falls to about 1% if all fivc signals are nc.
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Since we have also changed the signals of an episode within a downswing phase, 
we also have to recalculate trough probabilities. The new probabilities ot the signal t 
givcn T or NC are:

Table 10
Pr(S=r|7)

|iii—iCu

' r 50.00% 7.14%

f T ~ \
41.07% 11.61%

1 r - 2 32.14% 16.07%

1 r - 3 25.00% 19.64%

f  r - 4 19.64% 22.32%

Table 11
Pr( T | f r , ' r - l>' r -2 >'r-3 ) 92.96%

Pr( T \ tT, t r- \ ’t r-2nc r - 3  ) 68.48%

Pr( T | t r 1 » wc r _2 it t- 3 ) 54.49%
Pr( T \tT,nc T_x, tT_2NT- i ) 35.82%
Pr( T \ tT , t T_\ ,nc r _ 2 »nc r - 3  ) 46.75%
Pr( T | t T, nc r_!, nc r_2 , r _ 3 ) 14.20%
Pr( T | wc r , , nc r _ 2 , nc r _ 3 ) 1.26%

Figurę 7

As for the new probabilities of signals p , nothing has changed for a signal t givcn T, 
but the probabilities given NC are now much smaller. In contrast to signals p, only 
most recent four signals / are informative. Hence, we still include only four signals in 
our calculation of trough probabilities.
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After four consecutive signals /, wc have now a trough probability of almost 93%. 
Even if only three ncwest signals are /, probability of a trough is still over 68% and it 
falls to about 1% if all four signals are nc.

Figurę 7 shows phases of correct turning point predictions and the corresponding 
new probabilities in each period.

Now let us take a look at Table 11. If we reąuire a turning point probability of at 
least 50% to predict a turning point, we need three consecutive signals p to predict a 
peak. But also some additional combinations of fivc signals lead to peak probabilities 
over 50%. If there are only two consecutive signals p and the signal from r -  2 is nc, 
it is sufficient that the signal from r -  3 is a p. Even if we receive signals p T and
ncr_\, the probability of a peak could bc over 50% if at least signals from r - 2  and 
r  -  3 are p. According to Table 11, three consecutive signals t also lead to the 
prediction of a trough. It is sufficient that the two latest and the fourth signal are all t.

If we require a turning point probability of at least 50%, we would have predicted 
four of the eight peaks correctly, no false peak and would have missed the peak of the 
mini-cycle in 1998. On the other hand, we would have predicted five of the seven 
troughs correctly, no false trough and would have also missed the trough in 1996.

The results for the turning point probabilities support the ‘Three-Times Rule’, but 
they also enable us to identify additional combinations of the past five peak or past 
four trough signals that are sufficient to predict turning points. Howevcr, our signals 
are quite different from the signals in the ordinary ‘Three-Times Rule’. We consider 
signals if the averagc change of the indicator over the past three periods is ovcr 0.75 or 
under -0.75, rcspectively. Hence, our rule is a kind of mixture between the ‘Three- 
Times Rule’ and ‘Thrce-Month-Span Rule’.

6. Conclusions

Our analysis of turning point probabilities supports the rule that we have to wait for 
three consecutive signals to predict a turning point. In addition, we have identified 
further combinations of signals that yield turning point probabilities of well over 50%.

A detailed analysis of the overall behaviour of Ifo BC at turning points shows that 
the ‘Three-Times Rule’ is well suited to forecast changes in the direction of economic 
developmcnt. Each of the peaks and troughs between 1969 and 2001 was indicated and 
there were three false signals only. If we consider that there were some special 
episodes, the number of false signals is reduced to just one.

It is also proposed to apply six-month and two-month moving averages of the BC in 
order to get good signals for turning points whenever these two serics are Crossing each 
other. This method leads to a prediction of each of the turning points, but morę false 
cycles are indicated. Compared with the results of Vaccara and Zamowitz, the 
predictive value of the moving average method is still acccptable.

In sum, we can say that the Ifo BC is very useful for turning point predictions of 
economic cycles in Germany. The predictive value could be even inereased if we don’t 
just stick to our rules, but also look at special events that could produce false signals.
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